Successful digital cholangioscopy removal of a stent-retriever tip migrated into the periphery of the bile duct

Various techniques to dilate occluded uncovered metal stents (UMSs) have been reported [1]. A stent retriever (Soehendra stent retriever, SSR-7; Cook, Tokyo, Japan) can also be used as a dilation device in endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) [2, 3]. Herein, we describe a case in which the tip of a stent retriever migrated into the periphery of the bile duct and was successfully removed using digital cholangioscopy.

An 85-year-old man had undergone placement of multiple UMSs for hepatic hilar biliary stricture 1 year previously. Since the stent placement, re-intervention had been performed three times because of stent occlusion; however, he was admitted to our hospital because of a recurrence of obstructive jaundice. Computed tomography (CT) scanning showed anterior bile duct dilatation, and re-intervention was attempted.

First, the guidewire was placed into the anterior bile duct. Neither an ERCP catheter nor a balloon catheter could be advanced into the anterior bile duct through the mesh of the UMS, so recanalization using a stent retriever was attempted. However, during this procedure, the tip of the stent retriever became detached and migrated into the periphery of the bile duct (Fig. 1). To remove this migrated stent-retriever tip, several techniques including the use of biopsy forceps, basket catheter, and balloon catheter were performed, but without successful removal being achieved. Removal under direct visualization was therefore attempted using a digital single-operator intraductal cholangioscope (IDC; SPY-DS; Boston Scientific). The cholangioscope was advanced into the periphery of the anterior bile duct through the UMS until the migrated tip of the stent retriever could be seen

Fig. 1 Radiographic image showing the migrated tip of the Soehendra stent retriever (arrow) in the periphery of the bile duct.

Fig. 2 Cholangioscopic view showing the tip of the stent retriever using a digital intraductal cholangioscope (SPY-DS).

Fig. 3 The tip of the stent retriever is grasped using the SPY-Bite device: a on radiographic image; b on cholangioscopic image; and c is carefully removed.
Next, the migrated tip was grasped by a SPY-Bite device (▶Fig. 3a, b). The cholangioscope was then itself carefully withdrawn from the bile duct into the intestine (▶Fig. 3c), successfully removing the migrated tip without any adverse events (▶Fig. 4).

In conclusion, this case may be the first to show this adverse event associated with a stent retriever, along with the subsequent successful removal. Direct visualization with the digital IDC was helpful in this case.
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